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Abstract
In order to improve upon existing online lab platforms, in an attempt to increase student
motivation, gamification has been used to create a new gamified web application. Departmental
research has shown gamification to provide significant improvement to student’s self-efficacy
and motivation. Neuralabs, a web application created by two Eastern Michigan Honors Students,
uses techniques often found in popular video games in order to create a more appealing learning
experience. Building a public web application designed towards Cybersecurity students creates
many technical security challenges. Neuralabs goal is to create a secure competitive learning
experience where students can create and take labs without the traditional obstacles faced with
lab distribution. Neuralabs was built with expandability in mind with every aspect of the project
being documented in hope of inspiring future development.
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Introduction
There is an ever growing need for internet based classroom infrastructure designed
specifically to help motivate students during this unprecedented wave of online learning. In a
traditional classroom setting students are able to receive constant feedback from their instructors
and peers, a benefit which isn’t as present with current online schooling. Working alongside
Zachariah Pellietier, a fellow Honors Student, and under advice from Dr. James Banfield, we
created a possible solution called Neuralabs. Neuralabs is a web based application designed to
apply the same motivational techniques often used in video games in an attempt to drive
motivation to online educational labs. Neuralab utilises bright colors, a competitive atmosphere,
constant short term goals, visible progress, and many social components in order to invoke an
“addictiveness” to completing school work. Deviating from traditional percentage grades,
Neuralabs uses a point based system including level progression, global leaderboards, and flashy
point meters.
“Increasing Student Intrinsic Motivation And Self-Efficacy Through Gamification” a
paper published by Dr. Banfield concludes from a study of 96 Eastern Michigan students that
gamification dramatically increased a student’s self-efficacy and motivation while completing an
assignment or task (Banfield, J., & Wilkerson, B. 2014). The idea is to build upon Dr. Banfield’s
research and apply these findings to the technical labs similar to those often assigned in the
cybersecurity and computer science majors. Having attended multiple cybersecurity team
competitions as part of EMU’s IASA club, I have witnessed first hand how peer comradery and
point gamification can impact the interest of students (Figure 1). When given the opportunity to
put my skills head to head against fellow students and rise above the constraints of a typical lab
environment I believe I am provided a more rewarding experience. The Neuralabs design model
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is heavily influenced by common “Hackathon” or “Capture The Flag” type competition events
and the systems they implement to stay competitive and enjoyable.

Figure 2. Example of gamification used during cybersecurity competitions. Scoring engine of
ISTS 2020’s three-day cyber attack/defend competition (Newman, Sean. 2020). Eastern
Michigan University participated in this competition as two separate teams.

In addition to the gamified aspects of Neuralabs, there are also many improvements
regarding creation, distribution, and user guidance throughout the labs. Neuralabs is designed as
a web application allowing for users to virtually access the labs from anywhere at any time.
Neuralabs attempts to reduce compatibility issues and accommodate a large number of users.
From my experience, it is common for certain technical labs to only be accessible while in the
classroom making it difficult to complete work outside of class hours. We hope that Neuralab
gives students more freedom and the ability to tailor their learning to their skills as well as their
time availability.
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In addition to availability, the web interface is designed to be extremely intuitive
especially while taking a lab. By separating larger labs into separate smaller pages it is easier for
the student to follow along, encourages students to tackle labs one step at a time, and makes
those labs appear less daunting. The Neurolab’s central dashboard provides a vast overview of
available labs allowing students to quickly gage the lab’s level of difficulty, the skills required,
and potential time commitment. The hope is that without unnecessary obstacles, the focus of
Neuralabs is entirely on building a student’s desired skills rather than completing mandatory lab
questions. There also exists the ability for students to create their own labs as part of a public
community set untied to any specific course. All labs can be tagged with the specific skills they
are designed to improve during creation. These tags allow Neuralabs to better recommend labs
and provide statistics on student performance based on individual skills.
Methodology
The creation of the Neurolabs framework consisted of both technical web development
aspects and cyber security aspects. Over the 20 weeks since the start of the project, the first few
weeks were devoted to planning, the development phase consisted of the next 15 weeks, and the
last few weeks were spent on security pentesting. This project required skills in Python,
Javascript, HTML, graphic design, GIT, database management, Linux, firewalls, and general
project management. Throughout development I acquired many new technical skills and worked
with software that I had not yet encountered. I had worked with some similar web development
frameworks in the past while creating hobby based web applications but nothing to this extent. I
had gained experience in Python through several personal projects as well as taken a class at
EMU. Most of my experience was only in a classroom setting, this project allowed me to gain
some real hands on experience. Fortunately, Zachariah has had some real world working
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experience as a website developer and provided further technical knowledge as a computer
science major which helped to guide us through the project.
Development
Neurolabs was built using the Flask Python micro web framework with a MongoDB
database backend. Flask consists of the Werkzeug utility library which allows for client HTTP
requests to be handled through Python code and the Jinja template engine which allows for
dynamic HTML web pages to be returned. Neuralabs consists of five main workflows including
the login & registration, lab creation, student lab completion, user dashboard, and admin
management. In addition to these main workflows there are also pages to handle password
resetting, user settings, and error status. We built this website using principles similar to those in
object oriented programming. The Jinja template engine allows for easy separation of HTML
components which can be used across many different pages. There are separate HTML
components for the navigation side bar, user’s level meter, lab thumbnail cards, user selector, and
many more microelements that appear across many different pages.
The login and registration pages are built using Flask’s forms feature which ties together
HTML forms with defined database models (Figure 2A). Flask forms allow for the auto
generation of HTML frontend elements as well as set validators for user input. User data
submitted via these forms are sent as POST request data. We first validate the data to ensure that
all fields are filled as correctly based on our defined validators. If a required field is missing or a
field input does not meet certain requirements these errors are returned back to the user giving
them an opportunity to make necessary changes. Neurolab utilizes the front-end framework
Foundation. Foundation provides a callout feature which can be used to indicate errors on the
frontend. When a complete form is submitted, the values are then saved as a new object in the
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Mongo database. User data is sanitized and user passwords are first hashed using the PBKDF2
SHA256 hashing algorithm running over 80,000 iterations before being saved. This is important
because user password data should never be stored in plain text. Additional checks are made to
ensure that username and emails are unique when registering. Login procedure is similar but
rather than saving the data submitted, it is used to query the database for matching records
(Figure 2B).
A)

B)

Figure 2. (A) Neuralabs registration form. (B) Neuralabs login form.

The lab creation workflow was a major focus of the project and the most complex page of
the website. The user input fields on the creation page needed to be fully dynamic in order to
allow for any number of questions, files, and instructions. This was done using javascript in
order to programmatically append more HTML elements when the user clicks to add another
page. Each page needs to also be removable from the lab dynamically as well. When submitted
all inputs need to be iterated through and attached to the overall lab object. Labs can quickly
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become lengthy which is why there is also a side content menu which allows for quick
navigation to different sections of the lab.
When allowing users to take labs, it was important that progress was regularly saved and
could be returned to at a later date. Ensuring that users did not lose progress while completing a
lab was top priority. In addition to ensuring no lab data is lost, we also felt the ability to take a
lab multiple times with each attempt being saved allows students to further improve their
understanding, track their progress, and gain more points. The scoring engine is currently very
basic with only direct string comparison, however, it was designed in a way to allow for easy
expansion and added complexities. The scores for each lab are saved dynamically meaning that
if an answer were to be changed by the instructor or a change were made to the scoring engine
that change would also be reflected in each user's score automatically. This is done through
MongoDB’s very powerful aggregate features which allow for quick summations of database
entries.
We realized quickly that competitive environments might not be beneficial to everyone’s
learning style. The added pressure of public scores and peer rankings might have an adverse
effect on some, which is why we implemented both private mode and usernames. Rather than
public personal identifiers we allow users to pick their own usernames which can be as
anonymous or identifiable as they would like. If you would like to still maintain the fun of
competing against peers you can do so by choosing a non-identifiable username and keep your
status anonymous. If a user wishes to remove the competitive aspects completely they may set
their profile to private mode within the user settings. Private mode completely removes a user
from all leaderboards and keeps their scores hidden only to themselves.
Deployment
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Accomplishing physical deployment during a pandemic created some interesting
challenges. Luckly, Dr. Banfield was able to coordinate with the School of Engineering Interim
Director in order to provide us with server hardware that we could use for the initial deployment
of our web application. The server, provided by the School of Information Security and Applied
Computer, is a Dell Poweredge 610 (Figure 3). Working as a pair, with both Zachariah and I
needing access to the server, we decided that it was best to set up the server at one of our
residences and use remote desktop services to allow the other to access remotely. Zachariah was
able to get the server up running the latest Ubuntu Server 20.04 accessible on his home network.
SSH and Chrome Remote Desktop were installed and used to allow outside access to the server
allowing us both to work on the system together.

Figure 3. Neuralab’s server, Dell Poweredge 610, setup in Zachariah’s home residence.

With the server up and running the next step was to deploy Neuralabs. Transferring our
code to the server was made easy due to the fact that we stored our code on Github. Using
Github’s command line access we were able to quickly clone our code onto the server and after
installing dependencies, we had our web app up and running. During development Flask runs a
lightweight web server which is useful for development but is not recommended for final
production. In order to properly serve our web app in a way that can handle many simultaneous
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users, the Apache HTTP server package was used to interface with Flask. Apache is a free
open-source cross-platform web server software which handles web requests over many parallel
working threads allowing for great performance over heavy load.
Security + Pentesting
A main goal of this project was to not only create a web application but to ensure that it is
fully secure. Following strict security policy throughout prioritizing the CIA triad of
confidentiality, integrity, and availability (Lindsey, Sandra 2017). We took an active approach
when developing by continuously considering the security aspects of the code as we worked.
After writing different sections of code we would then go back and run various pentests
simulating real work attacks looking for ways that code could be abused.
Midway through the development process our team realized that the best to protect
sensitive user information was to not have it at all. We shifted some aspects of the initial design,
swapping from real names to usernames and making many additional user fields optional rather
than required. We also deviated from the original intention to have user profile pictures which
would have restricted anonymity and created additional personally identifiable information.
Keeping authorization levels simple, we have non logged in users, normal users, and then
administrative users. Users that are not logged in can only access the registration and login pages
and nothing else. Users gain specific privileges when they are assigned as an instructor to a
course such as the ability to create and edit the course’s labs. By limiting personal identifiable
information and simplifying authorization levels we hope to reduce the overall attack surface
area.
Once our web app was deployed on a physical server we began to seriously focus on the
security aspects of the application. We utilized many different security analysis tools in order to
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create a comprehensive security report (Figure 4) where we highlight known areas of concern
and created recommendations to remedy the issues. A Nessus Vulnerability Assessment was run
on the server to help identify potential vulnerabilities, misconfigurations, and known exploits.
Nessus is a vulnerability scanner developed by Tenable which scans a system for known
vulnerabilities. In addition, we performed many web based attacks including simulated cross-site
scripting, SQL injection, file path traversal, and malformed URLs.

Figure 4. Neuralab’s penetration testing & security report. Contains details regarding the Nessus
Scan and web app exploitation attempts.

Security had a heavy impact on our entire design which is why we choose to use certain
services and frameworks. What we found was that Flask, being a heavily developed framework,
is designed to alleviate many of these common vulnerabilities. Through Flask and the Jinja
template language, arbitrary user inputs are properly sanitized preventing most XSS attacks
(Flask, Security Considerations.). In addition to Flask’s security features, MongoDB was chosen
as it is a NoSQL based database service. NoSQL means that pretty much all common SQL
injection techniques will not work provided that Mongo does not use SQL statements at all
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(FAQ: MongoDB Fundamentals). Through proper design we were able to eliminate many of the
most common web vulnerabilities right from the start.
System Hardening
In addition to the steps taken to ensure the web application was secure, it was also
important that the server environment itself is secure. We were able to compile a checklist list of
standard hardening practices from past experience including updating available packages,
implementing the principle of least privilege across user accounts, disabling unused services,
setting global security policies, and implementing strict firewall rules. When defining firewall
rules the server needed to allow administrative SSH access as well as public HTTP access but
restrict all other types of traffic. In order to keep things simple the default Ubuntu firewall, ufw,
was used to implement these rules. SSH, port 22, was also restricticted whitelist of sources to
ensure that only authorized users have access to the system. To ensure least privilege practices
we restricted the permissions to any file or any user that does not absolutely need it.
Productivity
When working on a larger team based development project it is crucial to properly
manage code and coordinate tasks. From the very beginning of the project, Zachariah and I had
set up weekly recurring Zoom meetings with our Departmental Honors Advisor Dr. James
Banfield in order to discuss progress and future steps. In addition to the meetings, we have
utilized the project management service Trello.com in order to track progress and create todo
lists for the project (Figure 5). Trello allows us to easily assign tasks and provides an overview
of what steps are still left to do. We were able to split up tasks effectively based on our technical
strengths. Personally I took initiative over the user interface and frontend design with focus on
the security and long term design. I believe that we found a good mix of working individually as
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well as working in tandem by submitting and merging code via Github. Github allowed us to
work in our own individual code branches while simultaneously approving, merging, and
improving each other's code changes. Lastly we used a combination of Slack, Gmail, and Google
Drive in order to keep in contact during development as well as check in important files and
documents.

Figure 5. Trello.com board used to create TODO cards and assign members to each task. Cards
were separated into different “Sprints” which defined different work weeks.
Evaluation
The ultimate goal of the Neuralabs project was to create a gamified web application for
online course labs. Although there are many aspects of this project which I think could be
improved, I believe that we have fully achieved this goal. Importantly, we have built this web
application in a way that it can easily be expanded upon in the future. We coded this application
with expandability in mind using simple code blocks, easy web hooks, and built upon existing
public libraries. All of our code is available on Github which can easily be shared with someone
new as well as our Trello cards which break down every step of our development process. We
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have also added some more long term Trello cards containing items that we did not have time to
accomplish. Some future steps include setting up email verification during sign ups and
password resets, adding PDF and Word Document support for lab instructions, and allowing for
multiple questions on a single lab page. Currently the system is designed to accommodate
technical style labs such as in computer science or cybersecurity, the long term goal is to
accommodate more types of labs for any subject at any school. The gamification benefits extend
much further than the computer science field.
Particularly the data side of Neuralabs is something that I wish I was able to spend more
time with. Finding informative and effective ways to display data visually so that the user can
accurately track their progress is an important goal of Neuralabs that hasn’t fully been reached.
An existing dataset is likely required to best develop these visuals and without real userdata it is
difficult to design graphs and charts to display the relevant data. I believe that the work done on
the data visualization so far has set a clear proof of concept awaiting future development.
The amount of work required to construct an entire web application is a great deal and
usually completed by much larger teams. With the time constraints of working students, the
progress we have made is considerable. I am very proud of the current state of Neuralabs and
even more excited about the potential it might have. Hopefully the work we have done will
inspire future students in our department to provide their own skill sets to this project.
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